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ABSTRACT
Autonomous systems suffer from people’s mistrust, as these sys-
tems rely on highly accurate yet inscrutable black box methods
that are not amenable to safety guarantees nor common sense
understanding. As a result, we see the erosion of accountability,
human oversight, and contestation. In an attempt to build trans-
parency, I advocate the use of model-specific, interactive, intelligi-
ble, and causally-grounded explanations for autonomous systems
that take the human factor into account. I proposed a simulation-
based conversational and causal framework for explaining sequen-
tial decision-making. The method, which is called CEMA, satisfies
the previous four criteria without sacrificing the performance of
complex models. I verified the benefits of CEMA via extensive quan-
titative and qualitative evaluation involving a large user study and
autonomous driving. However, future work remains. To build a
trustworthy autonomous system, CEMA needs to provide expla-
nations that accurately calibrate people’s trust according to the
capabilities of the system. Towards this end, I hope to exploit prior
knowledge in large language models to extend CEMA into a trust
calibration system that uses conversations and explanations to
adjust people’s trust appropriately.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Artificial intelligence-based autonomous systems have huge po-
tential to solve complex tasks and many of these systems physi-
cally interact with users in safety- or privacy-critical environments.
However, modern deep learning or reinforcement learning-based
methods have had less success in these areas, as they often lack the
necessary robustness and safety guarantees necessary to develop
an appropriate level of trust in users. Unfortunately, this mistrust
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Figure 1: The autonomous vehicle is heading to the blue goal.
It changed lanes after the other vehicle cut in front of it and
slowed down. A passenger asks:Why did you change lanes?
It was faster because the vehicle in front was slower than us.
Was it safe to change lanes? Yes, there was no one in the next
lane. What if you had missed a vehicle? If we were uncertain
about the environment, we would remain in our lane.

is symptomatic of more significant issues that underlie the deploy-
ment of complex AI systems. While these methods offer impressive
performance, to most users they are black boxes that are inscrutable.
Reliance on these systems hinders users’ ability to understand and
contest decisions, which limits their decision-making agency.

As a consequence, it has become important to build methods that
explicitly address this need for transparency, and so explainable
AI (XAI) has gained prominence. However, traditional post-hoc
interpretability methods of XAI are only useful so long as the “ex-
planations” – usually some relative ordering of features, saliency
maps, or attention weights – are observed by domain or AI ex-
perts. In addition, autonomous systems deployed in safety- and
privacy-critical real-world environments need to be able to guaran-
tee model-specific safety and calibrate people’s trust accurately and
according to the system’s capabilities. This requires a very different
approach from traditional post-hoc model-agnostic XAI methods.
One potential way forward is to focus on a more social XAI [5] with
intelligible explanations that reveal the causes behind the decisions
of autonomous systems. These explanations are tailored to take
into account people’s cognitive biases while appealing to the social
nature of humans through conversations.

However, achieving explainability does not commutewith achiev-
ing transparency. The former is a means necessary to achieve the
latter whose goal is to restore people’s decision-making agency [1].
There is often a tacit understanding in XAI, that explainability
equals transparency, but the unfortunate nature of this standpoint
is reflected in the futility of trying to establish post-hoc model-
agnostic methods as “trust building” tools [7, 9]. However, by re-
membering that XAI is just a means to achieve transparency – as
much as documentation, auditing, or standardisation are means
towards it – we can still make great of use both traditional and
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social XAI methods as long as the design choices are justified in
terms of domain- and stakeholder-specific requirements.

It is against this backdrop, that I situate my research in the field of
social XAI. My goal is to build a framework – illustrated in Figure 1
for the domain of autonomous driving (AD) – that delivers easy-
to-understand natural language explanations to people’s queries
about any autonomous system that makes sequential decisions
in a multi-agent environment. The explanations are delivered in
terms of the causes behind the decisions of the agent as part of a
conversation that keeps track of and updates an internal model of
people’s knowledge about the autonomous system, thereby aiming
to accurately calibrate people’s trust levels.

2 TRUSTWORTHY EXPLANATIONS FOR
MULTI-AGENT SYSTEMS

There are three main tasks to calibrating trust with explanations
from the perspective of social XAI: (1) identifying pertinent causal
factors behind the agent’s decisions; (2) delivering intelligible expla-
nations that address the user’s concerns; (3) evaluating the effects
of explanations on trust with the actual stakeholders.

For the first task, note that “opening the black box” of deep
learning, that is, using knowledge about the intrinsic properties of
the system, are often not feasible [10]. Instead, we can rely on the
theory of counterfactual causation to extract causes in the context
of hypothetical scenarios, thus shedding light on the alternative
behaviours of our systems [3, 4]. However, doing this for complex
and dynamically evolving multi-agent systems is a great challenge.

Following experimentation with unsuccessful designs, I found
the work of Quillien and Lucas [8] which provides an empirically
validated account of how humans themselves may select causes
for their explanations. This is called the Counterfactual Effect Size
Model (CESM) and it is based on two assumptions. People sample
from a cognitive distribution across counterfactual worlds grounded
in the observations of the factual world, and they calculate causal
effect size by correlating features and outcomes across counter-
factuals. When an outcome is present if and only if one feature is
present, then that feature is assigned a large causal effect.

Based on this, I proposed the CEMA system which stands for
Causal Explanations in Multi-Agent systems [2] and is applicable
to explain the decisions of any ego agent in a multi-agent system. It
uses simulations from a probabilistic model of the subsequent states
of the environment to create counterfactuals that are used within
the CESM framework to determine the effect size of both intrinsic
teleological and extrinsic mechanistic causes. This allows CEMA
to use existing decision-making models, stochastic policies, etc.
for generating local causal explanations without a priori assuming
something explicitly about the causal structure in the world.

In line with the requirements of social XAI, I also designed CEMA
to support model-specific and intelligible conversations. Users pose
queries about the actions of the ego agent to which CEMA delivers
responses in terms of domain-specific explanations that may be
constructed from both low- and high-level features of the environ-
ment. This is done in three main steps shown in Figure 2. First, the
current state of the world is rolled back to the past, erasing the
queried actions of the ego agent. From then, CEMA simulates a
set of counterfactual worlds. This provides information about the

Figure 2: The structure of our causal explanation framework,
Causal Explanations in Multi-Agent systems (CEMA)

features of the world with which the queried actions of the ego
co-occur. Finally, a measure of correlation is calculated between
features of the world and the queried actions of the ego vehicle.
This ranks features by their counterfactual causal effect size.

I evaluated CEMA using the task of motion planning for au-
tonomous driving with four scenarios with coupled agent interac-
tions, showing that CEMA identifies correct and relevant causes in
all of the scenarios even when a large number of irrelevant agents
are present. I also performed a user study (N=200) using CEMA’s
explanations that showed that participants ranked them for correct-
ness and relevancy at least as high as baseline explanations elicited
from other human participants.

3 GOING FORWARD
I have mostly only addressed the first of three tasks set out at the
start of the previous section.While CEMA is formulated as a conver-
sational process, my focus was largely on just the causal selection
aspect. I could not sufficiently address the goal of trust calibration
or language processing. One possible direction forward is to lever-
age the latent prior knowledge stored in large language models
(LLM) to predict when and about what users require explanations.

Users should be able to query and give feedback directly to
the system which can then track whether they under- or over-
trust it. The goal of trust calibration is not to make people trust a
system more but to make sure that they are aware of the system’s
capabilities and know when and when not to trust it. Integration
with LLMs would not only enable this process, but it would also
provide natural language processing capabilities that are necessary
to perform this calibration. One way to do this in practice might
be to provide a structured verbalisation of the scene to the LLM at
the start, and as the user queries CEMA, we gradually update this
context with the extracted causes. We may then prompt the user
for a self-assessment of their trust in the system. In conjunction
with our existing contextual information stored in the LLM, this
could then further refine whether and what sort of explanations
are still necessary for the user. This could also form the basis of an
interactive evaluation where users can experience the system and
which should measure the trustworthiness of the system in ways
that avoids the pitfalls of narrowly focused “trust-building” [6].
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